Instructions:

Click on the following article and answer the following questions in 2-3 pages (double-spaced).

https://journals-scholarsportal-info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/details/09567976/v21i0012/1918_wgfgtirrftcm_1.xml


1) What is communal strength and what is meant by it being a relationship—rather than and individual—measure?

2) What is the role of authenticity in the link between communal strength and feeling good when sacrificing?

3) Which alternative hypotheses do the authors rule out?

4) What is one limitation of the study?

5) What is one potential future direction for the study of communal strength?

Once complete, email the assignment to the Undergraduate Assistant at utmpsych.utm@utoronto.ca

You MUST use your 'utoronto' email account.
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